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Two Birds with One Stone: Professional May-December Relationships

“May-December relationships” usually refer to romantic relationships between two people who have a
substantial age gap. Is there a role for professional May-December relationships? Letʼs look at what
prompted such a question.

The pandemic has exacerbated the pressure on working parents whose access to normal eldercare or
childcare resources like daycares, schools and nannies have been reduced or eliminated. Lawyers with
families – both moms and dads – have been scrambling to manage the demands of turning out quality
work while overseeing online education and recreation and the myriad added family and household
responsibilities. Firms have provided all kinds of resources including parenting experts, backup childcare,
and affinity groups relating to childcare and eldercare.

At the same time, there are many retired lawyers, some of whom were not keen on retiring in the first
place, whose post-retirement activities like playing golf, traveling, and spending time with their
grandchildren have been curtailed by the pandemic. Is there an opportunity for firms to harness a trained
group of professionals by creating a corps of senior talent to support and relieve the pressure on younger
lawyers? Consider whether any of the following scenarios would ease the pressure on working parents in
your firm:

• A firm surveyed retired partners to identify those who were isolated because of the pandemic
and would appreciate opportunities to engage on a professional level while working from home.

• A firm invited retired partners to sign up to be senior advisors on matters which involved clients
or industries they knew well so they could pinch hit at times when the principal lawyers had
conflicting family responsibilities.

• A firm invited retired partners to mentor designated lawyers and to be available as sounding
boards on their professional and family challenges.

• A firm arranged for a group of retired partners to staff a helpline for lawyers at critical times
such as 6 pm to 9 pm when many lawyers in the firm were out of pocket with family
responsibilities.

• A firm provided upgraded home technology and tech support to retired partners participating
in the senior talent corps.

Does your firm have a pool of underutilized retired partners who would appreciate being tapped to help
manage the many pandemic-related challenges being faced by working parents in the firm?

Example:When the pandemic lockdowns went into effect in March 2020, a recently retired partner was
unable to spend time with her children and grandchildren as she had anticipated. She also heard from
former colleagues that they were working feverishly to adapt to working from home while also supervising
their childrenʼs online education. She volunteered to provide professional support to several lawyers with
young children in the firm who worked for clients with whom she had longstanding relationships. She was
still listed as Senior Counsel on the firm website and proposed to charge the clients only for work which
was not duplicative of other lawyersʼ services. If the Senior Counsel shadowed a lawyer at a meeting so the
Senior Counsel could stand in for the lawyer on another call when she had family responsibilities, the
Senior Counsel only billed for the second call. The arrangement proved beneficial for everyone — the firmʼs
lawyers who were under stress; the Senior Counsel; and the clients. When the pandemic persisted, the
firm invited other recent retirees to follow suit and created a permanent senior talent pool program to offer
the firmʼs Senior Counsel a more robust role during their retirement. As part of the program, the firm
upgraded the technology being used by retired Senior Counsel and provided training and tech support.
The firm also established a special bonus pool to reward Senior Counsel who made notable contributions
each year.

Could your firm make better use of retired partners during times of crisis and on an ongoing basis?
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